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Degree:
Field of Study:

M.Ed.
Elementary Education

Unique Program Features:
The program's conceptual framework consists of an integrated set of three themes: knowledge, individuality, and social responsibility. These
three themes provide a cohesive conceptual framework for the entire program and are reflected in all aspects of program coursework as well as in
related clinical experiences. The relationship of the conceptual framework's three themes is interactive.
Knowledge: Good teachers know the subject matter they teach; they also understand the process of its construction and the impact of its use in
real world settings. This extended view of knowledge establishes a comprehensive base for meaningful classroom instruction in content areas, as
teachers help youngsters to understand their own thought processes and the significance of learning in their daily lives. Good teachers
understand these active, underlying principles of knowledge in order to help students effectively think, communicate, and participate in the real
world.
Individuality: Today’s youngsters come from a rich array of cultural and experiential backgrounds. They bring to schools a diverse set of
personal, social, and academic expectations. Good teachers are attentive to students as individuals; they are also sensitive to the broader cultural
context that gives shape to diversity. This awareness helps teachers design meaningful programs of study that maximize the development of each
student’s potential.
Social Responsibility: Teaching is a socially significant profession that calls for a wider, moral vision extending beyond the narrowness of
personal gain and private intellectual development. The education of today’s youth is connected to many crucial issues confronting the larger
social order. Good teachers recognize and reflect, and actively explore these important connections that link school and society, classroom and
community.

Graduates of this program have been found employed at:
Many of our Elementary Education Program graduates are teaching throughout the country and in the DC Metropolitan area. The number of our
area partner schools continues to grow along with an increasing number of program graduates who teach in these schools. The program now
boasts 19 partner schools among six school jurisdictions in the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia. (These schools are listed on the
main page)
These long-standing partner schools continue to be actively involved in the program’s semester long internships for our teacher candidates and
have consistently hired our program graduates to teach in their schools. Additionally, a significant number of alumni from each graduating class
have found employment teaching in elementary schools throughout the country. Faculty hold this as evidence attesting to the quality of our
graduates.
Our Elementary Education Program alumni also become teacher leaders in their profession—some of these roles are:
-Teacher Mentor
-Cooperating Teacher
-Gifted Resource Teacher
-Advanced Academic Programs Teacher
-Reading Specialist
-Early Childhood Specialist
-School Based Technology Specialist
-Instructional Coach
-Literacy Coach
-Mathematics Coach
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The following curriculum is indicative of our required course of study.
(Full lists of official GSEHD courses can be found in the GW Bulletin.)

Coursework is in educational foundations, elementary school curriculum and methodology, and a series of integrated field experiences at
different grade levels in public schools. Key features of the program include:
-Coursework in the cultural, historical, and social/psychological foundations of education
-Opportunities to design, produce, and evaluate research
-Multiple experiences with master teachers in elementary schools, including multiculturally diverse and/or inclusive classroom settings
-Practice and feedback in using a variety of instructional strategies, including direct instruction, team teaching, inquiry-based instruction,
cooperative learning, and problem solving
-Field placements in a variety of select inner-city, urban, urban-fringe, and suburban schools designed to provide a graduated, incremental
introduction to teaching
Elementary Licensure Requirements
Candidates for admission must have earned a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university with a major other than Education
or Elementary Education. Other preparation is required for elementary licensure requirements:
-A minimum of two college-level courses in each of the following areas: English composition, Science (one course with laboratory
experience), Literature, History (one course must be in U.S. History, Mathematics, Social Science (one course must be in Geography)
-A minimum of one college-level course in the foundations of each of the following areas: Art, Music, Health, Physical Education.
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